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Abstract
Objective: Cognitive impairment in elderly is often due to a combination of
different etiologies. Thus, multidisciplinary programs that offer a combination of
different interventions are more likely to be successful than those that offer a single
intervention. The aim of the present study was to evaluate the effectiveness of an
intensive multi-factorial treatment plan, named the Brain Fitness Program (BFP), in
elderly patients with cognitive impairment.
Methods: !"# $"%"&'("$# )# *+,'-./# ,0&.1$1231(&1-)45# 678# 9'4# )# .'.)&# '9# :%"#
hours a week. We provided this program as an open clinical trial for 34 patients
who presented to the NeurExpand Brain Center with concerns about a decline in their
cognitive function. We conducted pre- and post-testing on cognitive function by using
a reliable (!>0.90) 10-test battery of neurocognitive tests containing Letter Fluency
subtest of Delis-Kaplan Executive Function System (D-KEFS) Verbal Fluency Test; Color
naming, Word reading, and Inhibition subtests of D-KEFS Color-Word Interference
Test; Trail Making Test A and B; Hopkins Verbal Learning Test-Revised; and Brief
Visuospatial Memory Test-Revised. The BFP included cognitive training, meditation,
:.-"22#.4)1-1-;<#)-$#-"04'9""$=)3>#./"4)(5#?/13/#?"4"#)$,1-12."4"$#=5#2("31)&12.2#1-#
each training program.
Results: A repeated measure MANOVA with two factors (the neurocognitive
battery with ten tests and the change, measured by a pre- and post-test) showed
)-#'%"4)&&#21;-1:3)-.#1,(4'%","-.#1-#./"#?/'&"#=).."45#'9#-"04'#3';-1.1%"#90-3.1'-#1-#
patients after completing the program.
Conclusion: The results from this open clinical trial indicate that our multifactorial
678#/)2#(4'$03"$#21;-1:3)-.#1,(4'%","-.#1-#"&$"4&5#?1./#3';-1.1%"#1,()14,"-.@

INTRODUCTION
It is estimated that the number of older people over 65 years
old will increase to more than one billion worldwide during
the next 40 years [1,2]. Normal aging is often accompanied by
decline in cognitive function, particularly in delayed episodic
recall, associative memory, and prospective memory [3,4].
Projections by Alzheimer’s disease International suggest that
115 million people worldwide will be living with AD/dementia in
2050, with a markedly increasing proportion of this total in less
developed countries [1,5]. Given the high prevalence of dementia

and its enormous burden on the society, it is not surprising that
a variety of current clinical programs are aimed at helping older
patients compensate for memory impairment [6]. Although some
treatments, either pharmacologic or non‐pharmacologic, can
provide symptomatic improvement in patients with dementia
and Alzheimer’s disease, they do not completely stop the course
of the disease [1,7‐9]. Therefore, attention has been recently
turning toward the detection of preclinical or early‐stage disease
and the development of treatments to prevent or delay the onset
of dementia and age‐related cognitive decline [10,11].
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Cognitive impairment with aging is often due to a combination
of different etiologies [12,13]. As such, multidisciplinary
programs that offer a combination of different interventions
are more likely to be successful in the improvement of cognitive
decline than those that offer a single intervention [14,15]. There
are a number of non‐pharmacological interventions which can
potentially slow cognitive degradation with aging. A strong
association exists between mentally stimulating activities
and better cognitive performance [7,14‐16]. Therefore, one
conventional intervention has been cognitive training programs
with an emphasis on learning and practicing memory strategies
[15]. Accordingly, previous studies demonstrate that memory
programs can provide a number of positive outcomes and are
consistent with the fact that older adults can still acquire new
knowledge and skills related to memory and other domains of
cognitive function [17].
Accumulating evidence indicates that lifestyle factors such
as social engagement, nutrition, and stress management have
a positive impact on memory and other cognitive abilities
and can decrease the risk of developing cognitive disorders
[18,19]. Among the many forms of interventions is mindfulness
meditation, a type of meditation that emphasizes a mental
state characterized by full attention to internal and external
experiences that are occurring currently, and includes the
!"#$%&$"$'&( )*( "( $)$+,-./!&$%"0( 1&20&'%#)$( )*( )-1( %3)-/3%4(
and behaviors. Numerous studies suggest that mindfulness
may improve attention and other cognitive domains [20,21].
In a recent study it was found that marines who practiced
mindfulness over eight weeks improved their focus and working
memory capacity. Increasing amounts of meditation correlated
with improved performance in each area [22]. The improvements
in attention and working memory may be in part due to an
increase in neural connections. In a separate study, MRI diffusion
tensor imaging revealed that subjects who practiced mindfulness
for two weeks had greater white matter density than control
group given relaxation training. After an additional two weeks,
the effects were even more apparent [23]. Further studies have
suggested that long‐term meditation is correlated with greater
cortical thickness which is associated with improved attention
and mood [24]. The importance of mindfulness meditation as
"$( &**&'%#5&( #$%&15&$%#)$( #4( "04)( 4-66)1%&.( 78( %3&( 2#$.#$/( %3"%(
individuals with more mindfulness training show improvements
in response inhibition and executive processing [25].
There is a large body of research that emphasizes the role of
2#%$&44(#$(61&4&15#$/()$&94(')/$#%#5&(#$%&/1#%8:(;&5&1"0(0"$.!"1<(
studies attributed increased physical activity to increases in
71"#$( 5)0-!&=( 46&'#2#'"008( %3&( 3#66)'"!6-4=( #!61)5&!&$%4( #$(
areas of memory, and increases in levels of brain neurotrophic
factors [26‐29]. A review of the literature suggests that one of
%3&( !)4%( &**&'%#5&( &>&1'#4&( !&%3).4( #4( "&1)7#'( 2#%$&44( ?3#'3( #4(
associated with increased cortical volume and healthy brain
aging [30]. Therefore, a physical activity program could be an
additional approach for improving cognitive function.
Recently, neuro feedback has become a promising candidate
for enhancing memory among the elderly [31]. Accumulating
evidence indicates that neurofeedback can improve certain
cognitive performance measures such as working memory [32‐
36], mental rotational ability [37] and attention [33].
JSM Alzheimer’s Dis Related Dementia 1(1): 1002 (2014)

;%-.#&4( ?3#'3( 3"5&( *)'-4&.( )$( #$.#5#.-"0( #$%&15&$%#)$4(
for improving cognitive performance have often failed to
.&!)$4%1"%&( 4#/$#2#'"$%( &$3"$'&!&$%4( @ABC:( D3-4=( %3&1&( #4(
a need to investigate the effectiveness of a multidisciplinary
approach in treating patients with cognitive decline associated
?#%3( !).#2#"70&( *"'%)14:( E''-!-0"%#$/( &5#.&$'&( #$.#'"%&4(
that a comprehensive approach to improve brain health and
performance may strengthen the brain and delay the onset
)*( ')/$#%#5&( .&2#'#%4( @F=GHC:( D3&( "#!( )*( %3#4( 4%-.8( ?"4( %)( "44&44(
the effectiveness of a three‐month multi‐factorial Brain Fitness
Program (BFP) that emphasizes cognitive training, mindfulness
!&.#%"%#)$=( 2#%$&44( %1"#$#$/=( "$.( $&-1)( *&&.7"'<( )$( #!61)5#$/(
%3&(')/$#%#5&(*-$'%#)$()*(&0.&108(#$.#5#.-"04(?#%3(4#/$#2#'"$%:(

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participants
Following local Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval
of the study by New England IRB, participants were recruited
among patients at the Neur Expand Brain Center ‐. The patients
included physician‐ and self‐referred individuals from across the
Baltimore‐Washington D.C. areas who were seeking treatment
*)1( !&!)18( 0)44:( I>'0-4#)$( '1#%&1#"( ?&1&( "( J#$#+J&$%"0( ;%"%&(
I>"!#$"%#)$( KJJ;IL( 4')1&( 7&0)?( MG=( '-11&$%( E>#4( NN( .#4)1.&1(
and limited time availability for attending an intensive training
program in the clinic three days a week for 3 months. Patients
did not receive compensation for their participation in the study.
Written informed consent was obtained from all participants.

Interventions
Participants were enrolled in our clinic’s Brain Fitness
Program (BFP). As detailed in the following sections, the program
')$4#4%&.()*(2#5&()$&+3)-1(4&44#)$4("(?&&<(*)1(%?&05&(?&&<4:(I"'3(
week during the program, patients attended two neurofeedback
sessions, two cognitive skills training sessions, and one brain
')"'3#$/(4&44#)$:(D3&(#$%&15&$%#)$4(?&1&(6&1*)1!&.(78('&1%#2#&.(
clinicians or had received additional training at our center.
Neuro feedback: Each patient received a personalized
61)%)')0( ')$%#$/&$%( )$( %3&( 2#$.#$/4( )*( %3&( O-"$%#%"%#5&(
I0&'%1)&$'&63"0)/1"!( KOIIPL=( $&-1)648'3)0)/#'"0( %&4%#$/=( "$.(
self‐reported concerns. The sessions utilized the latest versions
)*( Q1"#$( J"4%&1( R"1.?"1&( "$.( ;)*%?"1&( 61)/1"!4( *)1( %1"#$#$/:((
Patients underwent training, through operant conditioning
paradigms to enhance and/or inhibit different waveforms based
on their personalized protocol designs. The EEG was recorded
and the relevant frequency components were extracted and fed‐
back using an audio‐visual online feedback loop in the form of
a video game for the visual feedback and/or earning different
sounds as rewards for the auditory feedback. The participants’
task was to do better in the video game for the visual feedback
and to earn more sounds for the auditory feedback.
Cognitive skills training: We used the computer‐based
S"6%"#$94(T)/(U1)*&44#)$"0(;84%&!(61)/1"!(%)(%1"#$(%3&(6"%#&$%49(
cognitive abilities. The program is comprised of numerous
cognitive skill tests designed to guide patients through
increasingly challenging stages. It provides patients with many
different game‐like exercises to improve their working and short‐
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term memory, attention, mental processing speed, listening
skills, problem solving, and more.
Brain coaching: Brain coaches are trained health care
61)*&44#)$"04(%3"%(&.-'"%&.(6"%#&$%4("7)-%(46&'#2#'(#$%&15&$%#)$4(
to improve their memory, stress level, and sleep. Brain coaches
"04)( 61)6)4&.( 5"1#)-4( !&%3).4( %)( #!61)5&( 6384#'"0( 2#%$&44( %)(
supplement the suggestions from the exercise physiologist. The
fundamental focus during these sessions was memory training
which was taught through exercises that focused on visual
memory, name memorization and list recall. Additionally, brain
coaches emphasized mindfulness meditation during sessions to
reduce stress, and enhance attention and working memory.

Outcomes
Upon entering the program, patients underwent a general
neurological evaluation to determine and address potential
medical causes of memory loss and cognitive impairment such
as sleep apnea, depression, and vitamin B12( .&2#'#&$'8:( D3&(
medical conditions were treated in parallel to their participation
in the program. After this initial consultation, patients received
baseline and post‐evaluations on neuropsychological testing,
'"1.#)6-0!)$"18(&>&1'#4&(%&4%#$/("$.(OIIP:
Neuropsychological
testing:
Patients
underwent
neuropsychological testing before and after the program. Patients
were evaluated on the following metrics: Trail‐Making Test A and
B (TMT‐A and TMT‐B), Hopkins Verbal Learning Test‐ Revised
(HVLT‐R), Brief Visuospatial Memory Tets‐Revised (BVMT‐R),
V&0#4+W"60"$(I>&'-%#5&(X-$'%#)$(;84%&!(KV+WIX;L(%&4%4(')$4#4%&.(
of (i) Color‐Word Interference Tests (Color Naming [COLOR],
Word Reading [WORD], Inhibition) and (ii) Verbal Fluency
Test (Letter Fluency [LETTER]). The participants’ scores on
each metric were converted to pre‐determined percentiles and
z‐scores. In our data analysis, we reviewed the average percentile
'3"$/&(*)1(&"'3(!&%1#'=("4(?&00("4(&5"0-"%&.(%3&(4#/$#2#'"$'&(*)1(
each test. Trained psychometricians who performed the cognitive
testing were blinded to the information regarding the patients’
involvement in this study.

Statistical analysis
A repeated measure MANOVA with two factors (the
neurocognitive battery with ten tests and the change in
standardized z‐score, measured by a pre‐ and post‐) was run as
the main analysis to assess for an overall effect for the BFP. Also,
a series of a‐priori paired samples t‐tests were conducted for
each of the individual tests in the battery using the pre‐ and post‐
standardized z‐scores to ascertain whether or not improvements
were seen on a particular neurocognitive test. Finally, a series
of post hoc paired samples t‐tests were conducted on the pre‐
and post‐ raw scores for each test on only the participants who
saw improvement in order to assess if that improvement was
4#/$#2#'"$%:(D3&(6&1*)1!"$'&(4')1&4()$(%3&($&-1)')/$#%#5&(%&4%4(
were recorded as raw scores and then converted to standardized
_+4')1&4:(;%"%#4%#'"0(4#/$#2#'"$'&(?"4(4&%("%(%3&(^:^H(0&5&0:

RESULTS
Among the forty‐one patients were initially enrolled in the
61)/1"!=(2#5&(0&*%(.-&(%)(%1"$46)1%"%#)$(#44-&4("$.()$&(0&*%(.-&(
to medical reasons (hospitalization). One participant failed
to return for follow‐up testing after completing the program
(Figure 1). After excluding these individuals, 34 individuals were
included in the analysis; 11 males and 23 (67.6%) females, with
"(!&"$("/&()*(`Y:F](8&"14(K;:Va(G]:YG(8&"14L:(V&!)/1"63#'(."%"(
are represented in Table 1.
The effect of the interventions on our primary outcome
of cognitive change in the whole battery of cognitive tests is
shown in Tables 2 and 3. A repeated measures MANOVA with
two factors (the neurocognitive battery with ten tests and the
change, measured by a pre‐ and post‐test) showed an overall
4#/$#2#'"$%(#!61)5&!&$%(#$(%3&(?3)0&(7"%%&18()*($&-1)')/$#%#5&(
function in patients after completing the program (P = 0.026).
D3&(4#/$#2#'"$%()5&1"00(&**&'%(4-//&4%4(%3&(61)/1"!94(6"1%#'#6"$%4(
!".&(4#/$#2#'"$%(#!61)5&!&$%4(?3&$(')!6"1&.(%)(%3&#1(7"4&0#$&(
performances on this neurocognitive battery. To test the latter
scenario, a series of post hoc t‐tests were run on the raw data of
the participants that saw improvement in each individual subtest

Cardiopulmonary Exercise Test (CPET): Patients
completed a pre‐ and post‐ cardiopulmonary exercise test
(CPET). An ECG was used to monitor the patient while on a
'8'0&( &1/)!&%&1( K4%"%#)$"18( 7#<&L:( E$( #$.#5#.-"094( 2#%$&44( 0&5&0(
is measured by maximal oxygen consumption (VO2 Max), which
is the amount of oxygen extracted with maximum exertion on
a stationary bike. VO2(J">(#4(.&2#$&.("4(%3&("7#0#%8(%)(%1"$46)1%(
and consume oxygen during exhausted work and is related to
'"1.#)1&46#1"%)18( 2#%$&44( @AYC:( E*%&1( .&%&1!#$#$/( %3&( 6"%#&$%94(
baseline VO2 Max, the exercise physiologist proposed various
!&%3).4( %)( #!61)5&( 6384#'"0( 2#%$&44( 7"4&.( )$( %3&( 6"1%#'#6"$%94(
0&5&0()*(2#%$&44:(X)1()-1("$"084#4=(?&(1&5#&?&.(%3&('3"$/&(#$(Z[2
J">(7&*)1&("$.("*%&1(%3&(')!60&%#)$()*(%3&(71"#$(2#%$&44(61)/1"!:
Quantitative Electroencephalogram (QEEG): We reviewed
%3&( \-"$%#%"%#5&( "$"084#4( )*( IIP4( KOIIPL( #$( "00( )-1( 6"%#&$%4:(
U1&5#)-4(1&4&"1'3(4-//&4%4(%3"%(OIIP(!&"4-1&4('"$(7&(-4&.("4(
"$(#$.#'"%)1(*)1(%3&(.&/1&&()*(')/$#%#5&(#!6"#1!&$%(@]^C:(OIIP(
1&4-0%4=(#$(')!7#$"%#)$(?#%3(2#$.#$/4(*1)!(%3&($&-1)648'3)0)/#'"0(
testing results, assisted in formulating an individualized
neurofeedback protocol for each patient.
JSM Alzheimer’s Dis Related Dementia 1(1): 1002 (2014)

Figure 1 Flowchart for the Brain Fitness Program. A total number of
34 patients out of initial 46 patients completed the program.
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Table 1: Demographic characteristics of study participants (total No. = 34).
Characteristic

Number (total No. = 34)

E/&(K!&"$(b(;:V:L=(8&"14

69.74 ± 14.961

Female sex, No. (%)

23 (67.6%)

I.-'"%#)$"0(0&5&0(K!&"$(b(;:V:L=(8&"14

14.86 + 2.69

Ethnicity, No. (%)
Caucasian
African‐American

26 (76.5%)
8 (23.5%)

Marital status: Married, No. (%)

21 (67.8%)

JJ;I(4')1&

26.47+4.433

Table 2: S)/$#%#5&(*-$'%#)$(&5"0-"%&.(78("(G^+%&4%(7"%%&18()*($&-1)')/$#%#5&(%&4%4("%(%3&(7"4&0#$&("$.(6)4%+#$%&15&$%#)$(K"*%&1(A(!)$%34(71"#$(2#%$&44(
program) in patients with memory impairment (total No. = 34).
Measurements
V+WIX;(Z&17"0(X0-&$'8(D&4%
Letter Fluency subtest
V+WIX;(S)0)1+c)1.(N$%&1*&1&$'&(D&4%
Color Naming
Word Reading
Word Inhibition
HTLV‐R
Immediate Recalling
Delayed Recalling
BVMT‐R
Immediate Recalling
Delayed Recalling
TMT‐A
TMT‐B

Baseline
Mean
S.D.

Post‐Intervention
Mean
S.D.

30.97

15.06

15.90

36.59
26.56
91.76

17.72
9.47
43.06

19.65
5.94
12.88
4.56
65.06
157.82

T

P

2.73

‐1.56

0.328

34.82
28.12
99.03

17.11
13.27
49.02

0.87
‐1.33
‐1.25

0.323
0.220
0.392

7.12
4.63

19.65
5.74

8.22
4.69

0.00
0.46

0.192
1.00

8.10
3.72
47.16
92.98

15.26
5.35
63.03
148.29

9.78
3.90
48.22
91.93

‐2.81
‐2.50
0.99
1.00

0.649
0.008
0.018
0.128

Table 3:(;%"$."1.#_&.(!&"$('3"$/&(#$(')/$#%#5&(*-$'%#)$(&5"0-"%&.(78("(G^+%&4%(7"%%&18()*($&-1)')/$#%#5&(%&4%4(#$(6"%#&$%4(?#%3(!&!)18(#!6"#1!&$%(
"*%&1(')!60&%#)$()*(71"#$(2#%$&44(61)/1"!(K%)%"0(e):(f(A]L:
Treatment Course
S)!6)4#%&(;')1&
V+WIX;(Z&17"0(X0-&$'8(D&4%
Letter Fluency subtest
V+WIX;(S)0)1+c)1.(N$%&1*&1&$'&(D&4%
Color Naming
Word Reading
Word Inhibition
HVLT‐R
Immediate Recalling
Delayed Recalling
BVMT‐R
Immediate Recalling
Delayed Recalling
TMT‐A
TMT‐B

Mean standardized change (95% CI), total No. = 34
0.19

P Value
0.026*

0.22

0.183

0.21
0.00
0.00

0.076
1.000
1.000

0.11
0.01

0.979
0.521

0.36
0.29
0.16
0.53

0.028
0.090
0.320
0.004*

of the neurocognitive battery to see if the subtest improvement
#$(%3)4&(#$.#5#.-"04(?"4(4#/$#2#'"$%:(D?&$%8(6"%#&$%4(KHYdL(3".(
4#/$#2#'"$%( #!61)5&!&$%( )$( T&%%&1( X0-&$'8( ?#%3( "$( "5&1"/&( )*(
12% improvement. Nineteen (56%), 14 (41%), and 17 (50%)
6"%#&$%4( 3".( 4#/$#2#'"$%( #!61)5&!&$%( #$( V+WIX;( S)0)1( e"!#$/=(
Word Reading, and Inhibition subtests, respectively. HVLT‐R
#!!&.#"%&( "$.( .&0"8&.( 1&'"00#$/( ?&1&( 4#/$#2#'"$%08( #!61)5&.(

JSM Alzheimer’s Dis Related Dementia 1(1): 1002 (2014)

in 16 (47%) and 11 (32%) patients, respectively. BVMT‐R
#!!&.#"%&( "$.( .&0"8&.( 1&'"00#$/( ?&1&( #!61)5&.( 4#/$#2#'"$%08(
in 23 (68%) and 15 (44%) patients. TMT‐A and TMT‐B were
"04)(4#/$#2#'"$%08(#!61)5&.(#$(GB(KHMdL("$.(G`(K]FdL(6"%#&$%4:(
The percentage of improvement in each component in these
patients is presented in Figure 2. The t‐test results suggest that
the patients who have improvements in a component of the
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$&-1)')/$#%#5&(7"%%&18(.)(4&&(4#/$#2#'"$%('3"$/&=(4-//&4%#$/(%3"%(
6"%#&$%4(!"8(#!61)5&(4#/$#2#'"$%08(#$(#$.#5#.-"008(.#**&1&$%(?"84(
"4( "$( &>60"$"%#)$( *)1( %3&( )5&1"00( &**&'%( ?#%3)-%( 4#/$#2#'"$'&( *)1(
many individual neurocognitive components.
Finally, ten patients underwent pre‐ and post‐CPET training
to determine their exercise capacity. VO2 Max measurements
were recorded and we used a repeated measures t‐test to
.&%&1!#$&( 4#/$#2#'"$'&:( ;%"%#4%#'"0( 4#/$#2#'"$'&( ?"4( 4&%( "%( %3&(
^:^H(0&5&0:(E0%3)-/3(%3&1&(?"4("(/&$&1"0(#!61)5&!&$%(#$(2#%$&44(
capacity as indicated by an average percentile increase of 12.3%,
%3&(1&4-0%4(?&1&($)%(4#/$#2#'"$%(KP = 0.092).

DISCUSSION
In the present study, we evaluated the effectiveness of a
three‐month multi‐factorial approach in improving memory in
34 patients enrolled in the Brain Fitness Program at our clinic.
We conducted pre‐ and post‐testing on cognitive functions using
"( 1&0#"70&( G^+%&4%( 7"%%&18( )*( $&-1)')/$#%#5&( %&4%4( "$.( 2#%$&44(
capacity. Essentially, after reviewing pre‐ and post‐measures of
')/$#%#5&(*-$'%#)$=(%3&1&(?"4("$()5&1"00(4#/$#2#'"$%(#!61)5&!&$%(
in the whole battery of neurocognitive function in patients after
completing the program. Further analysis also demonstrated that
"!)$/(%3&(')/$#%#5&(%&4%4=(DJD+Q(?"4(4#/$#2#'"$%08(#!61)5&.(#$(
6"%#&$%4:(D3&1&(?"4("04)("(!).&4%(#!61)5&!&$%(#$(V+WIX;(S)0)1(
Naming and BVMT‐Rimmediate recalling. Furthermore, we noted
"( %1&$.( 4-//&4%#$/( #!61)5&!&$%( ?#%3#$( )-1( !&"4-1&( )*( 2#%$&44(
capacity.
The limited data available concerning the effectiveness
)*( "( ')!61&3&$4#5&( "661)"'3( %)( #!61)5&( ')/$#%#5&( .&2#'#%4(
demonstrates the need for multidisciplinary studies such as
ours. Few studies have evaluated a multi‐factorial approach, yet
those that have analyzed its value have reported some success

[7]. Our results are in line with a recent holistic program that
reviewed the effectiveness of an intervention that emphasized
memory training, diet consultation, stress reduction, exercise,
"$.( ')-$4&0#$/( ?3#'3( 1&6)1%&.( 4#/$#2#'"$%( #!61)5&!&$%4( )$(
list learning, story learning and story recall [14]. These results
suggest that multi‐disciplinary and comprehensive cognitive
training is impactful for improvement of cognitive dysfunction
in older adults. Another recent computer‐based intervention
KM]( ?&&<4L( .#.( $)%( 43)?( 4#/$#2#'"$%( .#**&1&$'&4( 7&%?&&$(
baseline and post testing on measures of memory, language or
visuo‐spatial abilities [41]. However, the intervention group
demonstrated improvements in language, memory, attention,
"$.( 20-&$'8( .)!"#$4( @]GC:( D3&( &**&'%#5&$&44( )*( "( 6384#'"0( "$.(
cognitive‐based approach to improve cognitive abilities has been
also examined in another study. When compared to groups that
emphasized cognitive and physical approaches independently,
the combined group that emphasized both approaches displayed
!)1&(4#/$#2#'"$%(#!61)5&!&$%4(#$(')/$#%#5&(46&&.4(#!!&.#"%&08(
and three months after the intervention [42].
Previous studies have shown that memory and cognitive
programs can lead to a number of positive outcomes. Considering
the fact that older adults can effectively learn new skills and
knowledge [17], many programs have considered a variety of
memory and cognitive functions to enhance different aspects of
metamemory [43,44]. These programs have shown that memory
interventions produce various changes in objective memory
ability [15,43‐45]. For instance, within only six months, older
adults who participated in a computerized brain stimulation
61)/1"!(43)?&.("(4#/$#2#'"$%(#!61)5&!&$%(#$(.&0"8&.(!&!)18(
and moderate improvements in immediate memory and language
[46]. Individuals enrolled in the Advanced Cognitive Training for
Independent and Vital Elderly (ACTIVE) study underwent three

Figure 2(U&1'&$%"/&()*(#!61)5&!&$%(#$(%3)4&(6"%#&$%4(?#%3(4#/$#2#'"$%(#!61)5&!&$%(KU(g(^:^HL(#$(')/$#%#5&(%&4%4:(E(%)%"0($-!7&1()*(A](6"%#&$%4()-%(
of initial 46 patients completed the program.
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types of cognitive training: verbal episodic memory, executive
function, and processing speed. The participants improved on
&"'3( ')/$#%#5&( .)!"#$( "$.( %3&4&( &**&'%4( 6&14#4%&.( 2#5&( 8&"14(
after the intervention [47,48]. Additionally, targeted memory
training interventions have improved verbal and visual memory
as well [49]. It is noteworthy that not all memory interventions
primarily focus on objective memory, since it does not necessarily
predict changes in day‐to‐day memory functioning [15,50]. In
our study, we used a reliable battery of neurocognitive tests to
&5"0-"%&( %3&( &*2#'"'8( )*( )-1( Q1"#$( X#%$&44( U1)/1"!:( E0%3)-/3(
there was an overall improvement in the neurocognitive
7"%%&18=(6"%#&$%4(3".(!)1&(4#/$#2#'"$%(#!61)5&!ents in TMT‐B,
V+WIX;( S)0)1( e"!#$/( "$.( QZJD+h( #!!&.#"%&( 1&'"00:( DJD( #4( "(
neuropsychological test of visual attention and task switching
[51], and it can provide information about speed of processing
"$.( &>&'-%#5&( *-$'%#)$#$/( K&:/:=( !&$%"0( 20&>#7#0#%8L( @HG=HMC:( U))1(
performance in TMT is associated with many types of brain
#!6"#1!&$%i(#$(6"1%#'-0"1(*1)$%"0(0)7&(0&4#)$(@HG=HAC:(D3&(V+WIX;(
also offers a comprehensive portrayal of individual’s verbal
and nonverbal executive functions skills, and the complexity of
these tasks make them sensitive to the detection of even mild
71"#$(."!"/&=(46&'#2#'"008(#$(%3&(*1)$%"0(0)7&4(@H]C:(D3&(QZJD+h(
is a commercially available measure of nonverbal memory with
demonstrated validity and reliability [55]. Norms on this test are
based on studies of 588 individuals (between 18 and 85 years
old). The test is sensitive in detecting memory impairment in
a number of clinical groups including subjects with amnesia,
dementia, and traumatic brain injury [55‐57]. Given the low
number of subjects recruited in the present pilot study, more
investigation using a large number of samples is necessary to
validate the present results.
Neuro feedback therapy is a natural, non‐invasive therapy
and learning procedure that enables individuals to normalize
behavior, stabilize mood and improve their cognitive
performance. In neuro feedback systems, the EEG is the most
used recording technique due to its inexpensive price, portable
design, and low‐set up cost. Neuro feedback is currently used for
clinical treatment of a wide range of neuro‐psychiatric diseases
#$'0-.#$/( "%%&$%#)$+.&2#'#%( 386&1"'%#5#%8( .#4)1.&1( @HBC=( &6#0&648(
[59], anxiety disorders [60], major depression [61] and traumatic
71"#$( #$,-18( @`MC:( ;&5&1"0( 0#$&4( )*( &5#.&$'&( 3"5&( .&!)$4%1"%&.(
that clinical improvements following neuro feedback coincide
with a “normalization” of the EEG frequency spectrum [63,64].
Research on normal healthy subjects has even showed that
following a series of neuro feedback sessions, not only are such
individuals able to exert some control over their EEG but also
that such changes are associated with improved attentional
processing in terms of behavioral and electrocortical measures
@AM=`HC:( D3&4&( 2#$.#$/4( 3"5&( 0&.( %)( %3&( ')$'&6%-"0#_"%#)$( )*(
neuro feedback as a mechanism that may be used to stimulate
"$.j)1(1&/-0"%&('&1&71"0("'%#5#%8=("$.(%3&1&78(#$20-&$'&(4&5&1"0(
aspects of cognitive processing. It means that training individuals
to enhance a particular frequency and reduce another can
46&'#2#'"008( #$20-&$'&( ')/$#%#5&( 6&1*)1!"$'&:( E$/&0"<#4( &%( "0:(
demonstrated that peak alpha frequency training improved
verbal memory performance among elderly individuals, ages 70
%)(FB(@``C:(E(0"%&1(4%-.8(*)-$.(4#!#0"1(2#$.#$/4("*%&1($)%#$/(%3"%(
neurofeedback training was correlated to improved attention,
JSM Alzheimer’s Dis Related Dementia 1(1): 1002 (2014)

executive function and memory [67]. Accordingly, several lines
)*(4%-.#&4(3"5&(.&!)$4%1"%&.(%3"%("0%&1"%#)$(#$("'%#5#%8()*(k(71"#$(
waves could affect working memory [32,68] and alteration in
;&$4)1#!)%)1( h38%3!( K;JhL( "'%#5#%8( "%( GM+GH( R_( #4( "44)'#"%&.(
?#%3('3"$/&4(#$("%%&$%#)$(@`H=`YC:(k(E'%#5#%8(3"4("04)(7&&$(43)?$(
%)(#$20-&$'&(%3&('&00-0"1(!&'3"$#4!4()*(!&!)18(%31)-/3(#%4(1)0&(
in facilitating long‐term potentiation [70], and there is a link
7&%?&&$(1&')/$#%#)$(!&!)18(61)'&44&4("$.(k("'%#5#%8(1&')1.&.(
*1)!(%3&(4'"06(@FG=FMC:(N$(/&$&1"0=(#%(#4(7&0#&5&.(%3"%(k("'%#5#%8(#4(
related to encoding and retrieval during working memory, that
-66&1(l("'%#5#%8(Km(GM+GH(R_L(#4("44)'#"%&.(?#%3(4&$4)18(61)'&44&4(
#$(0)$/+%&1!(4&!"$%#'(!&!)18=("$.(%3"%(0)?&1(l("'%#5#%8(Km(B+G^(
Hz) is related to attention [32]. In our study, patients underwent
$&-1)*&&.7"'<(%1"#$#$/(%)(&$3"$'&(l("$.(4#!-0%"$&)-408(#$3#7#%(
k( "'%#5#%8=( ?3#0&( 3)0.#$/( n( #$( "( 4%&".8( 4%"%&:( ( N$( *"'%=( l( 138%3!=(
which is the dominant frequency in the human brain, correlates to
several factors such as age, memory performance, brain volume
and task demands [73]. More recent studies have also shown that
#!61)5&!&$%()*(-66&1(l(7"$.(#4("44)'#"%&.(?#%3("$(&$3"$'&!&$%(
)*( ')/$#%#5&( 6&1*)1!"$'&( @A`=`]C:( ;&0&'%#5&( 1&%1#&5"0( )*( "(
46&'#2#'( %"1/&%( !&!)18( )*%&$( 0&".4( %)( %3&( *)1/&%%#$/( )*( 1&0"%&.(
7-%( #11&0&5"$%( !&!)1#&4:( ;-'3( 1&%1#&5"0+#$.-'&.( *)1/&%%#$/( #4(
hypothesized to arise due to inhibition of competing memory
traces. It has been shown that retrieval‐induced forgetting
is observed in a condition in which the competitor memory
interfered with target retrieval. To the best of our knowledge,
%3#4( #4( %3&( 2#14%( 4%-.8( %3"%( -4&.( %3&( ')!7#$&.( $&-1)*&&.7"'<(
and cognitive training and brain coaching to improve cognitive
function in older patients with memory impairment. Our results
indicate that in combination with brain coaching and cognitive
training, the neurofeedback sessions could robustly improve
memory impairment in this group of patients.
It is well established that lifestyle factors such as cognitive
and social engagement, nutrition, and also stress reduction can
markedly improve memory and other cognitive function and
reduce the risk of developing cognitive disorders [18,19]. There
#4("04)("(0"1/&(7).8()*(1&4&"1'3(%3"%(&!63"4#_&4(%3&(1)0&()*(2#%$&44(
in preserving one’s cognitive integrity. It has been demonstrated
%3"%( 6384#'"0( "'%#5#%8( '"$( '"-4&( "( 4#/$#2#'"$%( #$'1&"4&( #$( 71"#$(
5)0-!&=( 46&'#2#'"008( %3&( 3#66)'"!6-4=( #!61)5&!&$%( #$( "1&"4( )*(
memory, and increase in levels of brain neurotrophic factors [26‐
MY=F]C:(N$'1&"4&.('"1.#)5"4'-0"1(2#%$&44('"$(4&15&(%)(1&.-'&(7)%3(
the neurobiological and cognitive consequences of age‐related
declines [75]. One of the most effective exercise methods is
"&1)7#'(2#%$&44=(?3#'3(#4("44)'#"%&.(?#%3(#$'1&"4&.(')1%#'"0(5)0-!&(
and healthy brain aging [30]. Therefore, in our Brain Fitness
U1)/1"!( 6"%#&$%4( ?&1&( &.-'"%&.( "7)-%( 46&'#2#'( #$%&15&$%#)$4(
to improve their memory, stress level, sleep and also physical
2#%$&44:( [-1( 1&4-0%4( "04)( 43)?&.( %3"%( "*%&1( ')!60&%#)$( )*( )-1(
multi‐disciplinary program, in addition to improvement in
cognitive function, patients showed a general improvement in
2#%$&44( '"6"'#%8( "4( #$.#'"%&.( 78( "$( "5&1"/&( 6&1'&$%#0&( #$'1&"4&(
of 12.3%. This data is consistent with a recent study that
.&!)$4%1"%&.( %3"%( "&1)7#'( &>&1'#4&( *)1( GM( ?&&<4( 4#/$#2#'"$%08(
#!61)5&.( ')/$#%#5&( *-$'%#)$=( #$'1&"4&.( '&1&71"0( 70)).( 20)?( #$(
particular in the anterior cingulate region and hippocampus, and
#!61)5&.(2#%$&44(0&5&0("4(!&"4-1&.(78(Z[2 max in 37 sedentary
adults between 57 ‐ 75 years old [76]. In another recent study
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on 126 inactive, community‐residing older adults, it was also
demonstrated that 12 weeks of physical plus mental activity
?"4("44)'#"%&.(?#%3(4#/$#2#'"$%(#!61)5&!&$%(#$(/0)7"0(')/$#%#5&(
function [7]. Taken together, it seems that both mental activity
"$.(&>&1'#4&('"$(3"5&(7&$&2#'#"0(&**&'%4()$(')/$#%#5&(*-$'%#)$(#$(
older adults.

6. o"44-."(J;=(e-$&4(UZ:(N$$)5"%#5&(648'3)4)'#"0("661)"'3&4(#$()0.("/&(
psychiatry. Current opinion in psychiatry. 2009; 22: 527‐531.

This study has several limitations. The participants analyzed
in this study represent a convenience sample and do not
necessarily serve as a good indicator of the general population.
The personalized nature of the protocols each patient received
reduces the possibility of determining which strategies proved
most effective in treatment. In addition, even though patients
underwent a very large set of cognitive tests before and after our
program, the possibility of practice effect cannot be excluded.
Finally, given the limited number of patients in this pilot study,
#%(#4(.#*2#'-0%(%)(.&%&1!#$&(?3#'3()*()-1(#$%&15&$%#)$4(?"4(!)4%(
effective in improving cognitive performance in our patients. It is
also possible that there was a synergistic effect of combining BFP
interventions with treatment of medical conditions. We hope to
address these limitations in future studies using a larger number
of patients.

8. Bezprozvanny I. The rise and fall of Dimebon. Drug News Perspect.
2010; 23: 518‐523.

In conclusion, the present study demonstrated that a
comprehensive approach to treatment is a valuable area of
research in addressing the cognitive impairment of the rapidly
expanding aging population. Our results show that neuro
feedback in combination with cognitive training and brain
coaching is effective in improving cognitive performance
among the elderly. Further studies are needed to evaluate the
effectiveness of a variation of Brain Fitness Program treatment
protocols with different lengths, intensities, and frequencies of
treatment sessions.
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